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Rashi's classic commentary on the Torah, presented with a level of clarity and understanding you

never thought possible. What textual difficulty troubled Rashi? Why did he choose this particular

comment? What of Ramban's objection? How does the Torah's language indicate Rashi's p'shat?

To which passage in the Targum does Rashi refer? Anyone who studies Rashi, "the father of all

commentators,'' will have questions like these. Behind the deceptive simplicity of Rashi is a depth

and clarity that has engaged the minds of great scholars for over eight hundred years. In this brilliant

new treatment, Rashi is presented in the manner of the Schottenstein Edition of the Talmud, the

method that has won praise the world over: Chumash text, translated according to Rashi The full

and accurate text of Rashi and Onkelos The literal translation of Rashi, highlighted and interwoven

with explanatory words and phrases to ease and clarify the flow of Rashi's text Notes on Rashi,

including questions, answers, sources, and elucidations Written by an expert on Rashi, in

collaboration with a group of outstanding scholars 7" x 10" page size Reinforced binding For

teachers. For students. For parents. For anyone seeking a clear and thorough knowledge of

Chumash-Rashi.
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These are an absolute must for anybody who wants to start a library. With English translation of the

famous Rashi Commentary and English notes when needed. The set is also divided into five books

which make it very convenient for travel when ever you want to go somewhere you don't have to

take a massively huge book with you everywhere that you go.



RASHI, a superb set of books which takes you deep into the interpretation of the Torah. This five

volume set has expanded the knowledge that I take from the Torah exponentially. It is a must for

any serious student of the Torah. My wife bought this for me as a present and we read all the

reviews before buying it. When we placed the order we prayed that it would arrive without all the

horror stories of damaged books and Evangelical Christian propaganda. THE BOOKS ARRIVED IN

PRISTINE CONDITION!!! Rashi is fantastic and I really enjoy the annotations and elucidation that

light up my studies and make my week a deeper and more meaningful time. The way they use the

Hebrew and English together gives not only an interpretation but almost a word or at least phrase by

phrase translation. It is helping not only by increasing my understanding of the Torah but also my

knowledge of the Hebrew. I recommend this set of books and urge you to use them if you buy

them.Thank you Sylvia.

This boxed set of Rashi's commentary on the Torah is a beautiful set of five volumes. Each has

marbled page edges and carved leather boards. A very nice set. Arrived two days early and was

shipped quickly. A very fine seller.

1) Rashi belongs in every Jewish library. 2) This is the Rashi on Torah you should get. You'll be

able to go back to it again and again. And it is worthy of a library being produced in Mesorah

Artscroll style and in a slipcover for the five individual volumes. They are beautiful. The typography

is meaningful as mentioned by other reviewers.My problem came when I had the product shipped. I

had ordered another book also and got an email that each were estimated to arrive on Nov 19. That

came and went. The other book had arrived three days earlier, and I was out of town and returned

Sunday evening finding no books and was worried. I tracked the package and found out that FedEx

SmartPost was used and saw some crazy stuff like the package going to Atlanta twice and passing

through my local post office. I tried to get to the bottom of it. I did get the set a little earlier than I

expected by the last estimate from the mail. But then the box they came in was much bigger than

the set. The books had come out of the slipcover slightly, upside down, and the box was shoved in

with tape strung over not making any contact with the box. How it all got like this I don't know. But

no books were damaged at all. A lot of cost for toss up shipping.

The reason I gave these beautiful books only 3 stars is because of the shipping. Sealing tape was

applied around the binders of the books, over the edges of the cardboard holder, holding the books



in the holder. The tape was hard to remove without tearing up the books and the holder. The glue

from the tape will not come off of the books. The first book had a large notch in the corner of the

binding that left an unsightly scar. I love the books, but hey are virtually useless because of the glue

on the binder. They stick to your hands or whatever the book is lying on. Otherwise, I would have

given this edition 5 stars.

By far the most literal translation of Rashi and the only one with his text distinguished from the text

by others (explaining Rashi) using a bold typeface. Beautiful graphically.

As long as the novice reader understands that RASHI is the starting point of collections of

commentaries, not the end, his work is essential. I think he should be read with RAMBAN

(Nachmonidese) to obtaian some image of the linguistic issues. RAMBAN constantly brings up

RASHI. The more overt reliance upon Akiba in RAMBAN, when both consider his words

foundational. Some of RASHI is downright funny. More like a comic writer than RAMBAN, though

RAMBAN has a dry humor. (Birth of Jacob and Esau: Fithting is what it feels like. Jewish woman:

How'd he know? (rhetorical and sarcastic)

Delivered with record speed. Beautiful presentation of box set, Excellent commentary; the English

translation is flowing, entirely engrossing, and a must for any library.
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